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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Different spinning mills use different raw materials, processing methodologies and 
equipment, all of which influence the quality of the yarns produced. Because of many 
variables, it poses a difficulty in developing a universal empirical/theoretical model.  This 
work presents a multilayer perceptron algorithm (MLP) model for the purpose of building 
a mill specific worsted spinning performance prediction tool. Sixteen inputs are used to 
predict key yarn properties and spinning performance, including number of fibers in 
cross-section, unevenness (U%), thin places, neps, yarn tenacity, elongation at break, 
thick places and spinning ends-down.  Validation of the model on mill specific 
commercial data set shows that the general fit to the target values is good.  Importantly 
the performance of the MLP shows a certain degree of stability to different, random 
selections of independent test data.  Subsequent comparison against the predicted outputs 
of Sirolan Yarnspec  confirms the overall performance of the artificial neural network 
(ANN) method to be more accurate for mill specific predictions.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
For a given fibre lot spun under a given condition and to a pre-determined yarn 
specification, the spinning performance and resultant yarn properties usually vary from 
mill to mill.   The inconsistency in terms of yarn quality and spinning performance 
transpires from differences in fibre properties and operational conditions (Hearle 1969, 
Huang, et al 1994, Hunter 1980, Lamb and Yang 1996, Lamb and Yang 1998, Mandl 
1981).   As there are many independent variables, it poses a difficulty in developing a 
universal empirical/theoretical model that can accurately predict the yarn properties and 
spinning performance for different mills.  Furthermore, it becomes difficult to cover the 
entire range of parameters with the capability of interpolating and extrapolating 
experimental observations or mill measurements and to take into account the interactive 
contribution between each independent variable (Kong and Wang 1999). 
To add to the dynamic differences found between different mills, the continuous 
improvement in materials and processes can make a static empirical model obsolete. For 
this reason, it is desirable to posses the capacity to discover regularities directly from the 
data being modeled, which can dynamically evolve with time taking into account changes 
in materials specifications and processing techniques at the mill specific level.  Artificial 
neural networks (ANN) provide an alternative approach. They have been widely used in 
circumstances where many factors contribute to the eventual outcome but precise 
relationships are unknown. A number of studies report the use of ANN for the prediction 
of a number of yarn parameters/spinning performance parameters.  Ethridge and Zhu 
(1996) applied an ANN to predict the tenacity, elongation and non-uniformity of rotor 
spun cotton yarns and compare the prediction with the traditional regression algorithms.  
It was found that the neural networks provide a worthwhile alternative to regression 
techniques whenever the fiber/textile structural relationships contain significant non-
linearities. Sette et al (1997) used a feed-forward neural network with the 
backpropagation learning rule to model yarn strength and yarn elongation of rotor cotton 
yarns using five rotor settings and fourteen fibre qualities as inputs. A subsequent 
application of genetic algorithm with a sharing function and a Pareto optimization was 
used to find optimized input parameters.  Jackowska-Strumillo et al (1998) modeled the 
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average tension and coefficient of mass variation of rotor spun cotton yarn in relation to 
yarn linear density and the rotational speed of the rotor through the application of existing 
empirical knowledge of yarn tension and coefficient of variation along with experimental 
findings in a hybrid neural network.  Improved prediction performance over conventional 
ANN setup is reported.  Cheng and Lu (2003) investigated the application of ANN to 
predict the yarn spinning performance of wool.  In this work both radial basis function 
and multilayer perceptron were trained to predict a limited range of output parameters, 
including coefficient of variation, thin places, tenacity, elongation and ends down. 
Acceptable results were presented for a limited test set of eight patterns. Recently Beltran 
et al (2004) employed a multilayer perceptron neural network to predict twelve worsted 
spinning performance and wool yarn quality parameters.  Results showed the 
incorporation of mill specific data resulted in improved fit to commercial mill data set 
and improved accuracy over Sirolan YarnspecTM predictions. 
 
Until now, work published on predicting the spinning performance for worsted spun 
yarns has been presented on limited test sets. This paper describes the application of 
multilayer perceptron algorithm (MLP) neural network for the purpose of predicting 
worsted spinning performance from a much larger number of mill specific data sets.  The 
performance of the model is subsequently compared with the established worsted 
spinning prediction tool, Sirolan YarnspecTM. 
 
 
DATA PREPARATION 
 
Ninety-eight sets of data were sourced from the Australian Wool Corporation (AWC) 
trials, of which 55 sets are examples of singles yarns and the residual 43 sets folded 
yarns.  The ANN model uses sixteen input variables available from the sourced data. 
Eight inputs are derived from the top: fiber diameter, diameter distribution CVD, Hauteur, 
fiber length distribution CVH, fiber bundle tenacity, curvature, short fiber content and 
recombing status. Recombing status used a qualitative, encoded as 0 or 1, depending on 
the input class membership, whereby all recombed samples are assigned the value 1, and 
all other examples zero.  Two singles yarn specifications, yarn count (tex) and twist 
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(t.p.m.) along with two folded yarn specifications, namely, folding count and folding 
twist were included to accommodate for the presence of folded yarns. Four parameters, 
draft, spindle speed, ring size and traveller weight described the spinning conditions.  
Fibre curvature values absent from the commercial mill data set were acquired from the 
prediction package Sirolan YarnspecTM using the default curvature values governed by 
the input fibre diameter.  The range of inputs and outputs to the model are detailed in 
Table 1. 
 
Variables Minimum Maximum 
Inputs 
Top 
Recombed 0 1 
Diameter (µm) 18.3 26.7 
CVD (%) 18.2 23.1 
Hauteur (mm) 57.7 81.6 
CVH  (%) 27 52.7 
Fibre tenacity (cN/tex) 8.9 15.5 
Curvature (deg/mm) 55.09 83.81 
Short fibre % (<30mm) 5.8 19.2 
Yarn 
Singles count (tex) 13.4 31.4 
Singles twist (tpm) 499 944 
Folded count (tex) 26.5 63 
Folding twist (tpm) 431 669 
Spinning 
Draft 19.3 21.8 
Spindle speed (rpm) 8000 9000 
Ring size (mm) 45 60 
Traveller weight (Europe) 24 31 
Outputs 
Yarn 
properties 
Number of fibers in cross-section 35.8 49.6 
Unevenness (U%) 6.5 17.6 
Thin places per kilometer (-50%) 3.2 827 
Neps per kilometer (+200%) 0 88.4 
Yarn tenacity (cN/tex) (250mm/min) 4.9 8.9 
Elongation at break (%) (250mm/min) 9.6 26.1 
Thick places per kilometer (+50%) 0.4 241 
Spinning 
performance Ends-down per 1000 (sp.hr) 8.0 328.9 
 
Table 1.  Details of the experimental database. 
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Input data was converted to a neural network training set through a process of 
normalization whereby data values were squashed within the prescribed range of 0 and 1. 
A simple linear mapping of the variables was performed to remove any quantitative 
effects and to avoid saturation of the sigmoid functions according to Equation 1: 
(1)                                     ....1                
minmax
min ni
xx
xxxi =−
−
=  
where ix is the scaled value of an input x, maxx and minx are the respective maximum and 
minimum values within each input data array.   To obtain original values the inverse 
operation was performed. 
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL 
 
Inputs fed to the input layer of the ANN can be expressed in the vector form as X= (x1, 
x2…xn).  Predicted performance parameters (network outputs) are denoted Y. The input 
signal xi comes out from the ith unit of the input layer and is transferred to the jth hidden 
unit of the model through the synapse weight wji.  The input to the hidden layer is 
calculated using Equation 2. 
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Where bj is the bias term connected to the jth unit; and NI the number of nodes in the 
input layer.  The jth unit nonlinearly transforms the total input Hjh  and uses it as the 
argument for a function and produces an output Hjy  given by Equation 3. 
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where φ  is the nonlinear function performed by the neuron in the form of a sigmoid 
defined by Equation 4. 
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The difference in the network output yk from the target output tk was used to define the 
error vector (Equation 5). 
( )5                                                        .KKK yte −=  
 
Based on the error vector the sum of squared errors vector is calculated using Equation 6. 
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where ε  is the cost function to be minimized during the learning process and NO is the 
number of output nodes. The weights are adapted iteratively so as to minimize some 
predefined cost function according to the backpropagation learning algorithm (Rumelhart 
et al 1986).  The correction kjw  applied to the weight matrix is 
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where η  is a constant referred to as the learning rate, and α is the momentum value. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the architecture of a MLP non-linear neural 
network model. 
 
Selection of the MLP parameters was approached with an exhaustive search based on the 
network with the lowest verification error (Equation. 8). 
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where n is the number of patterns, y is the predicted output of the model, and d the target 
(desired) response.  
 
The structure of the MLP, a representation of which can be seen in Figure 1, was found to 
give the lowest error when possessing sixteen inputs nodes feeding into a hidden layer of 
m=15 nodes. Nodes of the hidden layer made use of sigmoid transfer functions, while the 
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eight nodes of the output layer used linear transfer functions. The linear output layer was 
selected considering that several of the outputs have been predicted with empirical 
models and that their relationships are deterministic with linear components.  The 
learning rate (η) and momentum value (α) were found not to have a large impact on the 
final performance (data not shown) and were respectively set at 0.25 and 0.9. 
The cross validation stop criterion was used to terminate network training after 50 epochs 
without improvement in the validation error, for this particular work this equated to 
termination after 250 epochs. 
 
 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ON THE MILL SPECIFIC DATA 
 
The performance of the ANN was validated through a series of tests, whereby the 
network was independently trained and the response to different, random selections of 
test subsets assessed. Five experiments were conducted on random verification subsets, 
each comprising 20% or 20 patterns of the total number of available datasets.  The test 
sets under investigation were separated from the training set of the corresponding 
networks.  The agreement between the target and predicted values in terms of the 
covariance of proportion (R2) and root mean squared error (RMSE) for each output 
parameter are summarized in Table 2. 
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Output Performance measure 
Test No. 
Mean SD 
1 2 3 4 5 
Fibers in cross-section 
Mean value 42.3 41.3 42.5 41.9 41.8 42.0 0.47 
RMSE 1.69 1.58 1.56 1.81 1.88 1.70 0.14 
R2 0.84 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.77 0.81 0.03 
Unevenness (U%) 
Mean value 14.1 14.5 13 13.6 13.9 13.8 0.56 
RMSE 0.34 0.54 0.67 0.67 0.58 0.56 0.14 
R2 0.98 0.97 0.95 0.93 0.95 0.96 0.02 
Thin places (-50%) 
Mean value 275 376 193 232 293 273.8 69.08 
RMSE 86.13 62.27 85.71 52.38 85.46 74.39 15.97 
R2 0.91 0.96 0.88 0.96 0.91 0.92 0.04 
Neps (+200%) 
Mean value 20.7 24.7 11.7 14.1 17 17.6 5.18 
RMSE 17.64 10.77 9.32 10.24 15.43 12.68 3.64 
R2 0.51 0.80 0.62 0.49 0.57 0.60 0.12 
Yarn tenacity(cN/tex) 
Mean value 6.1 6 6.5 6.3 6.1 6.2 0.20 
RMSE 0.47 0.54 0.57 0.40 0.50 0.49 0.07 
R2 0.63 0.79 0.67 0.83 0.70 0.73 0.09 
Elongation at break (%) 
Mean value 15.6 14.4 16.4 16.7 15.4 15.7 0.91 
RMSE 1.92 1.19 2.15 2.04 1.93 1.85 0.38 
R2 0.76 0.87 0.82 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.04 
Thick places (+50%) 
Mean value 70 102 50 57 78 71.4 20.29 
RMSE 30.22 20.08 21.93 29.64 32.83 26.94 5.59 
R2 0.83 0.94 0.89 0.85 0.84 0.87 0.05 
ends-down (1000 sp.hr) 
Mean value 68.3 81.4 59.2 81.7 68.1 71.7 9.68 
RMSE 32.35 43.05 28.58 32.59 39.03 35.12 5.81 
R2 0.86 0.68 0.81 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.07 
 
Table 2.  Performance of the ANN on the random verification test set of 20 patterns 
(Findings based on 98 datasets). 
 
From the validation results (Table 2), it can be seen that all R2 values are over 0.6 and in 
majority greater than 0.8, hence for the most part the general fit to the target values is 
good.   Also apparent from this summary is the low variation in the MLP performance to 
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different random selections of test data.  It can be noted however that there is a relative 
dissimilarity between the levels of accuracy. Prediction of some output parameters is 
more scattered than desired.  Yarn parameters including the number of fibers in a yarn 
cross-section, limiting irregularity for an ideal yarn and unevenness (U%) have been 
predicated to a reasonably high level of accuracy through existing empirical models 
(Martindale1945, WIRA 1973). The MLP performs well on such parameters.  However 
other parameters are inherently more complex, for example, ends down, a multivariable 
parameter dependent on the interactions between yarn strength, yarn irregularity and 
tensions imposed by the spinning speed, traveller weight and ring size [Huang et al 1994, 
Lamb and Yang 1996). While the number of neps has been closely linked to numerous 
factors including mean fibre diameter, fibre length and variation of fibre length, yarn 
irregularity along with the number of thick and thin places (Hunter 1980, Hunter and Gee 
1978, Robinson et al 1998, Turpie and Hunter 1975).  
 
 
COMPARISON AGAINST EXISTING EMPIRICAL TECHNIQUES 
 
A comparison of the prediction performance is made against Sirolan YarnspecTM (Lamb 
and Yang 1996, Lamb and Yang 1998), a well established prediction program that 
incorporates theories and algorithms derived from fits to experimental data. Differences 
between the folding yarn properties listed in the AWC database to those predicted by 
Sirolan YarnspecTM, limited the comparison to single yarn datasets.  Moreover disparity 
in tensile testing speed that would otherwise impact upon the predicted outputs yarn 
tenacity and elongation at break, necessitated a change of the test speed option within 
YarnspecTM.  YarnspecTM predictions of yarn tenacity and extension are given for a test 
speed of 5000mm/min, whereas the AWC trials followed the British Standard BS1932 
(British Standards Institution 1965) employing a breaking time of 20s±2s.  In this 
instance, the testing speed was calculated by taking into account the average change in 
test length at point of break over the time to break (20s).  From this information tensile 
tests were approximated to have occurred at an extension rate of 250mm/min.  This 
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information was used to amend the test speed of YarnspecTM from the default setting of 
5000mm/min so as to predict from a test speed of 250mm/min. 
 
Comparison between the predictions of the ANN and Sirolan YarnspecTM against the 
measured values is presented in Figure 2.  The corresponding R-squared and root means 
squared error (RMSE) are also shown in Figure 2.  From Figure 2 it is noted that limiting 
the comparison to singles yarns, through a corresponding reduction in the number of 
available datasets (from 98 to 55), had the effect of abbreviating the amount of 
information available to the ANN and consequently a loss in prediction accuracy 
compared to the previous results listed in Table 2.  Nevertheless in most cases the 
measured and predicted results from the ANN are in a good agreement with the target 
values.  Comparing the plots in Figure 2, it is clear that overall the ANN method provides 
more accurate spinning performance predictions over the established empirical technique.   
The largest discrepancy between the techniques is found to occur on the outputs yarn 
tenacity and elongation at break. One possible explanation for the large proportion of 
error in the YarnspecTM predictions on these two particular outputs may be attributed to 
the change in the default test speed from 5000mm/min to 250mm/min. Yarns test speeds 
range between 0.2m/min to 400m/min for different mills, YarnspecTM predictions are 
developed primary to deal with data from 5m/min (Lamb and Yang 1998).  The over-
estimation of yarn tenacity and elongation by YarnspecTM may reflect the increases in 
tensile and elongation properties often reported to occur with higher testing speeds [Lamb 
and Yang 1996]. This highlights the fact that unlike a conventional universal empirical 
model, ANN’s possess the capacity to learn directly from the data and in doing so may 
incorporate forthcoming data into the model to improve future prediction.  
Closer performances between the two techniques are observed for the outputs number of 
fibers in cross-section, and unevenness U%.  As for the output neps, it is clear from the 
results that for both techniques additional work is required. Factors reported to affect the 
frequency of neps including a number of parameters related to the processes of scouring, 
carding, gilling as well as the humidity effects during spinning may need to be considered 
as inputs to the ANN in future work. Additional dataset would also present an 
opportunity to improve on the result presented herein.   
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Figure 2.  Comparison between ANN and Yarnspec predicted outputs against the 
measured values for singles yarns only. Dashed line indicates perfect fit. (Findings based 
on 55 datasets). 
 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Verification of ANN modelling technique on an experimental data set shows that the 
predictions of the MLP algorithm are in good agreement with the target values.   Some 
dissimilarity existed in the levels of accuracy between the various outputs. Predictions of 
certain output parameters such as ends-down and neps were more scattered than desired.   
Subsequent comparison with the predicted outputs of Sirolan Yarnspec indicates that 
overall the ANN method provides more accurate mill specific spinning performance 
predictions over the established empirical technique.  Yarn parameters including the 
number of fibers in a yarn cross-section and yarn unevenness (U%) are able to be 
predicated to a high level of accuracy by both techniques. Additional work is required to 
accurately model the occurrence of neps.  
A loss in prediction accuracy was observed with a reduction in the number of available 
datasets.   Further additions of mill specific data will reduce the verification error, leading 
to improved mill specific predictions. 
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